Workshop #17: Accounting History Pathways: Topics and Methods
Sponsored by: Academy of Accounting Historians

Accounting – 3.6 CH

Stephan Fafatas, Washington and Lee University
Yvette Lazdowski, University of New Hampshire
Presentations by Dale Flesher, University of Mississippi; Tom Camden, Washington and Lee University Head of Special Collections and Archives; John Keyser, Case Western Reserve University; Royce Kurtz, University of Mississippi AI CPA Research Librarian; and Mary Stolberg; Appalachian State University, along with updates on the AAH and Accounting Historians Journal.

Long Description:
Join us in this spirited workshop sponsored by the Academy of Accounting Historians. A variety of research topics in accounting history will be presented, with an emphasis on sharing thoughts and perspectives. Participants will gain insight into research methods, data sources, classroom applications, and publishing possibilities. The session is open to those just beginning a research or teaching path in accounting history, as well as veterans in the field.

Format/Structure:
The workshop will consist of presentations and interactive discussions among attendees. We particularly welcome new members to join the session and participate in conversations with experienced accounting historians.

Intended Audience:
The intended audience consists of current and prospective accounting history researchers, and anyone interested in learning more about the field. We highly encourage AAA members who are interested in hearing more about the Academy of Accounting Historians section to attend, as well as our veteran researchers.

Prerequisites:
None

Advance Preparation:
None

Learning Objective:
Here is an opportunity to learn more about accounting history research! After completing this course attendees will be able to 1) Understand publication opportunities in accounting history, 2) Recognize the importance of accounting history and discuss possible areas of new research in the field 3) Appreciate potential ways of applying accounting history topics to classroom discussion, and 4) Identify various accounting history archives and databases. Workshop attendees should expect open discussion on how to conduct accounting history research along with advice from veteran accounting historians with abundant publishing experience.

Field of Study: Accounting
Program Level: Basic
Group Live